INTRODUCTION
but, also of some parameter Q, expressing the scale of the flashover probability function. The estimates of U50 and HE up-and-down test method [l] is widely used for es-T timation of the 50% probability flashover voltage U50 in self-restoring insulation. When used for the assessment of U5,), the method is considered to be rather insensitive U may be combined to yield an estimate of any desired quantile p in the flashover probability function. Thus, assuming a normal dishibution, an estimate of the loop percentile is given by ~.
up = U750 + 6 z p
(1) to the underlying distributional assumptions. If the shape of the underlying flashover probability function is known, the statistical analysis of a series of up-and-down tests may be extended to yield an estimate, not only of U50, with U50 and 3 denoting the estimates of Us,, and U , respectively, and zp the 1OOp percentile in the standard 0018-9367/91/0600-367$1.00 @ 1991IEEE normal distribution. For a given estimation error on 7750 and 6, the resulting confidence interval for U, tends t o be larger, the smaller we choose the value for the desired quantile p . It may be shown that the width of the confidence interval is proportional with z,. Thus, the further the extrapolation is extended from U~O , the greater will be the estimation error.
Moreover, the deviation between the estimated value U, and the true value U, may be influenced by an improper assumption of flashover probability function. If the standardized pquantile z, corresponding t o the normal distribution is used in (1) instead of the pquantile for the relevant distribution, a systematic estimation error is introduced in the estimate of U,,. Furthermore, as shown by the authors in [2], the estimates 77550 and 6 will tend to be biased if the breakdown distribution has been wrongly specified.
To overcome these deficiencies, Carrera and Dellera [3] suggested an extended up-and-down method for direct assessment of the quantile corresponding t o a n arbitrary flashover probability p . At each step of the procedure the voltage is applied m times, and the step is followed by an increase A U in voltage if none of these applications resulted in a breakdown, and a decrease A U if a t least one breakdown resulted. Under this procedure, the voltage levels for successive steps will tend to fluctuate around a quantile U,, with p determined by (2) p = 1 -2 -l i m Thus, for m = 7, the voltage levels will tend t o fluctuate around the 10% flashover voltage.
Since the extended up-and-down procedure is based upon application of voltages around the desired design value U,, with p given by (2) above, the extended up-and-down method is rather insensitive t o the underlying distributional assumptions, when used only for assessment of U,.
In the testing of gaseous insulants, the insulation may often be considered t o be self restoring, unless a breakdown has occurred. In practice, test procedures for such insulants will often be controlled by some automated equipment that only requires manual action when a breakdown has occurred. In such cases considerations concerning the number of breakdowns will often be of greater importance than the tolal number of voltage applications. Hence, erriphasis is on keeping the number of breakdowns moderate, rather than on limiting the number of total voltage applications.
Under the extended up-and-down procedure the total number of voltage applications is fixed, but the actual number of breakdowns cannot be controlled in advance. In the present paper we shall consider a n inverse sampling procedure, i.e. a procedure where the number of breakdowns has been fixed in advance, but the actual number of voltage applications can not be specified in advance.
The idea of applying inverse sampling for the determination of small quantiles dates back to Bartlett [4]. The application of the method under a double exponential flashover probability function was described by the authors in [5] . McLeish and Tosh [6] have discussed the properties of the procedure under an exponential breakdown probability function.
In this paper we shall describe the analysis of first breakdown voltages obtained under the inverse sampling procedure assuming a double exponential flashover probability function. We derive the relation between the flashover probability function and the corresponding distribution of first breakdown voltages under the inverse sampling procedure, and we show how this relation may be utilized to assess the single-shot flashover probability corresponding to the observed average first breakdown voltage.
Since the procedure is based upon voltage applications in the neighborhood of the quantile under investigation, the procedure is found t o be insensitive t o the underlying distributional assumptions.
THE INVERSE SAMPLING PROCEDURE
HE procedure consists of n series of successive voltage T applications with voltage levels increased stepwise. A series stops when a breakdown has occurred.
The starting voltage U,t and the step voltage A U are chosen t o be the same for all series in the test. U,, should be chosen sufficiently small t o ensure that no flashover will result from application of the voltage Ubt + A U .
Each series consists of a number of steps. In step j ( j = 1,. . . , J ) the voltage uj = U,t+jAU is applied once.
(In Section 6 we consider the extended procedure with m voltage applications in each step). If no breakdown results, the procedure continues with step j + 1. When, at some step J, the first breakdown in this series occurs, the series stops, and the procedure restarts with a new series of voltage applications commencing with step 1, i.e., voltage u1 = U,t + A U .
The procedure stops when n series have been completed, i.e., following the n-th breakdown.
The test result from each series i (z = 1,2,. . . , n) is the step number j , of the first breakdown, and the corresponding first breakdown voltage ut = Unt + j ; A U .
The result of the inverse sampling procedure may be summarized by the average (3) of the breakdown voltages in the n series, and the estimated variance (4) of the breakdown voltages.
The average 21' represents some quantile U, in the flashover probability function. The corresponding flashover probability p* in general will depend upon the starting value Unt, and. the step size. In Section 4 we shall investigate this relation, and demonstrate how the flashover probability p* associated with the observed average breakdown voltage may be determined from ii* and s*'.
THE SAMPLING DISTRIBUTION
ET F ( u ) denote the flashover probability function, i.e.
L F ( u j ) gives the probability that a flashover will occur when the voltage uj = U,t + j A U is applied in a single shot. It is well known that F ( u ) may be interpreted as the relative frequency of flashovers under repeated applications of the voltage U .
Consider a single series of the inverse sampling procedure. The probability that the first breakdown occurs at the first step, i.e., when testing a t the voltage level u1 is P l = F ( w ) ( 
)
The probability p~ that the first breakdown occurs at the second step is found as the probability of no flashover i n the first step, followed by a flashover in the second step (6) Proceeding in this manner one obtains the probability p j that the first flashover occurs at step j, i.e., when testing at level u j ( j = 1 , 2 , . . .), pi = n{l-F ( U , ) ) ~( u j ) j = 1,2,. . . 
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The probabilities given by (7) define a probability distribution on the lattice of voltage levels uj ( j = 1 , 2 , . . .).
The probabilities give the relative frequencies of first breakdown voltages that would result from a large number of repeated series of the inverse sampling procedure.
The probability distribution (7) has the character of a statistical waiting time distribution associated with the single-shot flashover probability function F ( u ) . In the following we shall use the term 'flashover probability function' to denote the single-shot probability function F ( u ) , and 'first-breakdown distribution' to denote the corresponding waiting time distribution (7) on the lattice of voltage levels uj ( j = I, 2, . . .).
The n breakdown voltages U ; , U ; , . . . U : constitute a sample of size n from the first-breakdown distribution.
The mean and variance of U ; , U;, . . . given by the double exponential distribution with param-
It is shown in the Appendix that p j may be determined as the probability associated with the interval [uj-1, uj] in the approximating first-breakdown distribution F*
where the distribution F' is obtained from the flashover probability function F as with the displacement parameter 77 determined by
The approximating first-breakdown distribution F* is a continuous distribution that is obtained from the flashover probability function F by displacing the variate origin by +vP voltage units. Thus with respect to a graphical illustration, F is displaced to the left. The resulting distribution is then truncated a t the voltage USt.
The lattice distribution (13) of the first breakdown voltage is obtained by discretization of the approximating continuous distribution. If the step size is not too large, this discretization will be of minor importance, and we may approximate E[u*] and V [ u * ] by the mean and variance of the approximating distribution (14).
Thus, disregarding the truncation and the discretization, we find that the distribution of the first breakdown voltage under inverse sampling is approximately a double exponential distribution obtained by displacing the original flashover probability function 7 7 0 units to the left. We therefore have the following approximation to the mean and variance of U*
with y M 0.5772 denoting Eulers constant.
THE ESTIMATED SINGLE-SHOT FLASH OVER PRO BABl LlTY
The breakdown voltages U ; , us,. . . obtained in the repeated series of the inverse sampling procedure will fluctuate around the mean value E [ u * ] . This mean value is the p*-quantile in the underlying flashover probability
In applications of the inverse sampling procedure it is of interest to design the procedure (i.e. the starting value U,t and the step size A U ) in such a way that p" will be in the neighborhood of some specified low value, e.g. p* N 0.01.
Using the approximation (16) we find
Thus if the starting value has been chosen sufficiently small, then the estimated flashover probability under the inverse sampling procedure, p * , depends only on the displacement parameter 7, i.e. on the normalized step size AUlP. Figure 1 shows the relation between the normalized step size AU/p and the estimated flashover probability p" for different starting values of the inverse sampling procedure. On this occasion, U,t is referred to different quantiles Pnt in the flashover probability function, i.e.
P,t = F(Uat).
It is seen that the relation (18) yields a satisfactory approximation to the estimated flashover probability. The only exceptions are for obvious reasons the situations when the starting value is very close to (or larger than) the approximate value (16) of the expected first breakdown voltage. Table 1 shows the relation between the normalized step size A U / p , the displacement 7, and the approximate value (18) of the estimated flashover probability. When the step size, A U / p , is sufficiently small we may expand 7 to yield
such that we obtain Hence, the estimated flashover probability is approximately proportional to the step size, a t least for small step sizes. It is seen from Figure 1 and Table 1 In applications of the inverse sampling procedure the experimenter might insert his prior assessment of the scale parameter p into (18) or (20) and choose the step size A U to ensure that the procedure will operate in the neighborhood of the flashover probability of interest.
THE FLASHOVER PROBABILITY AND T H E SAMPLE VARIANCE
The scale parameter p that enters into (20) is not directly observable. For estimation purposes it is therefore of interest to express the estimated flashover probability p* in terms of an observable quantity. Clearly, when the starting value is close to, or even greater than the approximate value (16) of the expected first breakdown voltage, then the exact variance of the first breakdown voltage will be smaller than the approximate value (17). It is, however, of interest to note that the reduction in the variance just suffices to make the approximation (22) valid, even in those cases where the approximation by (18) was found t o be inadequate. 
THE ESTIMATION PROCEDURE
N the statistical analysis of test results obtained by the I inverse sampling procedure one might use the maximum-likelihood approach to estimate the parameters a and p. In this presentation we shall, however, present a more accessible approach to the analysis. Our approach will be based upon the method of moments, i.e., w : shall utilize the properties of the sample values ii* and s* given by (3) and (4) to estimate a and p, or directly to estimate the flashover probability p' corresponding to i i ' .
ESTIMATION OF A SPECIFIED QUANTILE
Let n series of the inverse sampling procedure result in the n first breakdown voltages U;, U;,.. . uf with the average 6 ' and the standard deviation S* = G. 
with For a specified value of p , we may then estimate the pquantile U, in the flashover probability function by
T H E ESTIMATED FLASHOVER PRO B A 6 I LlTY
The estimation of a specific quantile U, in the flashover probability function by means of (26) utilizes the assumed form (12) of the flashover probability function t o extrapolate U, from the observed breakdown voltages U;, U;, . . .U:. Consequently, this estimate will be sensitive t o wrong specifications in the form of the flashover probability function. However, when the specified flashover probability p is close to the estimated probability p " , the effect of such a wrong specification will be small. Therefore, it may be of interest to assess directly the single-shot flashover probability p* corresponding to the average first breakdown value 2 obtained from n series of the inverse sampling procedure.
Inserting the sample standard deviation S* place of the theoretical standard deviation obtain the estimated flashover probability corresponding to the sample average first breakdown voltage ii* as The double exponential flashover probability function (12) has the property that the probability of no flashover among m voltage application a t level uj equals the probability of no flashover in a single voltage application a t the displaced level uj + plog m:
Thus, in this case, the first-breakdown distribution under the extended procedure may be determined from the firstbreakdown distribution (13) corresponding to the simple procedure, by substituting the adjusted starting voltage level U,t + p l o g m for the starting voltage level U,t in (14). Therefore, assuming a double exponential flashover probability function, the exact first-breakdown distribution under the extended procedure is obtained as
where the approximating first-breakdown distribution F& is given by
We remark that the first-breakdown distribution corresponding t o the extended procedure with step size AmU and m voltage applications a t each step is identical to the first-breakdown distribution corresponding to the simple procedure with one voltage application a t each step and Thus, there is room for some flexibility in the design of the inverse sampling procedure. Given a design value p* of the flashover probability, the designer is free to choose the number m of voltage applications a t each step and the step size A,U, as long as the ratio AmU/m satisfies (35).
AN EXAMPLE
s an illustration of the estimation procedure we conThus, the properties of the extended procedure are A sider data from an experimental study previously reported by the authors [5]. The data relate to a study that aimed to estimate the 0.3% percentile for a specific SF6 system. Thus, according to Table 1 , a step size found directly from the properties of the simple procedure by substituting the adjusted displacement parame- AU = 0.005p would be appropriate in a simple inverse sampling procedure. Previous investigations had indicated that a scale parameter ,f3 = 5 kV might be relevant. Therefore a step size AU = 0.025 kV would be appropriate in a simple inverse sampling procedure. Since it was decided to use a n extended inverse sampling procedure with m = 100 voltage applications per step, the corresponding step size for the extended procedure was found to be AU = 2.5 kV. For practical reasons the actual step size was chosen slightly on the safe side, viz. AU = 2.14 kV
The starting value was chosen to be U,t = 358 kV which was considered to be sufficiently low to ensure that no flashover would result from voltage applications a t the first level u1 = 360.14 kV.
The experimental results are shown in Table 2 . As a check of the experimental procedure, the shot number, a t each step level, corresponding to the first breakdown was also recorded. The shot numbers were distributed between 8 and 97 with no systematic pattern. Voltage levels of first breakdown in n = 10 series of an extended inverse sampling procedure with .Vat = 358 kV, AmU = 2.14 kV, and m = 100 voltage applications per step.
ROBUSTNESS OF THE INVERSE SAMPLING PROCEDURE
N the previous Sections we have assumed that the flash-I over probability function could be described by a double exponential distribution. This assumption is, however, not as restrictive as it might appear. It may be argued that the first-breakdown distribution given by (13) is the natural limiting distribution for results obtained under the inverse sampling procedure when the underlying flashover probability function has an exponentially decreasing lower tail.
To illustrate the robustness of the procedure we have determined the exact first-breakdown distribution (7) under various assumptions of the underlying flashover probability function. We have investigated a normal distribution and Weibull distributions with shape parameters 1, 2 and 5, respectively. Since the properties of the inverse sampling procedure essentially depend on the flashover probability function in the neighborhood of the estimated quantile, the distributions have been selected to have the same 0.1% quantile and the same slope of the probability function a t this quantile. Figure 4 shows the single shot flashover probability in the neighborhood of the 0.1% quantile for these distributions, and Figure 5 illustrates the more global properties.
For each of these probability functions we determined the exact first-breakdown distribution (7) under the inverse sampling procedure, and under the extended inverse sampling procedure with m = 10, 20, 50 and 100, using The result is illustrated in Figure 6 . The Figure shows the relation between the estimated flashover probability
and the standard deviation , / W / A , U in the first-breakdown distribution. It is seen that the approximative relation (41) yields a good approximation also for these probability functions. number of test objects when the test object is damaged by a breakdown, but not affected by individual tests that do not result ih breakdown. Flashover probability functions with matching the 0.1% quantile. The probability functions have the same slope a t the 0.1% quantile. The step size is normalized to the standard deviation of the normal distribution, with the normal distribution 50% quantile taken as the origin.
ceeds u j ( j = 1 , 2 , . . .) is j = 1 , 2 , .
Utilizing that we find that pJ may be expressed as which shows that the discrete distribution p j is determined as the probability associated with the interval F' will be termed 'the approximating first-breakdown distribution'.
[uj-l, uJ] in the continuous distribution F'. Therefore 
